Abstract-Frequency agile radios perform opportunistic spectrum sharing by detecting unused spectrum and dynamically tuning to the available bands. To reduce harmful interference to the primary users of the spectrum, highly sensitive detectors are required. We apply the multitaper spectral estimation method to the problem of spectrum sensing in TV bands. We compare the performance of the multitaper method with that of conventional FFT-based spectrum estimation, using real signal measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies of wireless spectrum usage [1] , [2] have shown that a large portion of the spectrum is highly underutilized. Such studies suggest that significant gain in wireless capacity could be achieved by means of opportunistic spectrum sharing. To realize this gain, a method of accurately identifying spectrum holes is needed. A spectrum hole can be defined as frequency band that is not being used by a primary user at a particular time and geographic region [3] . Spectrum sharing could be performed by frequency agile radios (FARs), which have the capability of dynamically tuning to spectrum holes within a frequency range.
To determine the spectrum holes accurately, a FAR node should be equipped with a highly sensitive detector and an algorithm to access the unused spectrum without causing harmful interference to the primary users of the spectrum. The
Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) scheme [4] , is a simple method for aleu@sharedspectrum.com a FAR node to access unused spectrum opportunistically. For LBT to be effective, the sensitivity of the detector is required to be about 30 to 50 dB below the TV receiver sensitivity.
Detecting signals below the thermal noise level is very important for spectrum sharing in TV bands, because higher detector sensitivity enables higher transmit power levels. Spectrum holes are determined by examining the power spectral density of the received signal. Therefore, accurate and efficient methods of power spectral estimation are important for determining the spectrum hole accurately. In this paper, we compare the spectrum harvesting performance of conventional FFT-based spectral estimation with the multitaper (MT) method [5] , applied to TV signal measurements.
Section II describes the two spectral estimation methods used in this paper for spectrum hole detection: the MT method and the FFT method. Section III describes the measurement site and the empirical data used to obtain the performance curves presented in Section IV. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
In [11] , ultra-sensitive TV detector measurements are analyzed using the conventional FFT-based method. The MT method was introduced by Thomson [5] and has been shown to have superior performance in some applications such as geoclimate sensing [6] . Haykin [7] suggests that the multitaper method would be effective in spectrum sharing applications, but we are not aware of empirical studies applying the multitaper method to spectrum hole detection using real measurement data. In [11] , the conventional FFT method is used to study TV detector measurement data. In the present paper, we compare the performance of the FFT method versus the MT method with respect to spectrum sensing using the empirical TV measurement data from [11] .
A. Conventional FFT Method
Given a time series, {XI,XI ... ,XN}, the conventional FFT method estimates the power spectral density S(.) as follows:
where At is the spacing between the samples. The function Sffl(f) is known as the periodogram [8] . The periodogram is an unbiased estimate of the power spectral density for white Gaussian noise, but its variance is equal to a constant that is independent of the data length N. As a result,
Hence, the periodogram is an inconsistent estimator of the power spectrum [8] .
B. Multitaper Method
Multitaper spectral analysis is a method for spectral estimation of a time series that is believed to exhibit a spectrum containing both continuous and singular components. This method involves the use of a set of K orthogonal tapers, called Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Sequence (DPSS) tapers.
K represents the tradeoff between resolution and the variance properties of the spectral estimate. The variance of the spectral estimate can be decreased when K is large. On the other hand, we smear out the fine features and decrease the resolution of the spectral estimate by increasing the value of K. The kth taper is a sequence {ht,k : t = 01,. ,N}. Each taper provides protection against spectral leakage [5] . The time series data is windowed with each of the K DPSS tapers and then a periodogram is computed via the FFT [10] . The high resolution multitaper spectrum is a weighted sum of K eigenspectra, Smt (), k = 0, K 1 (see [8] , p. 369): [8] , p. 103).
A more leakage-resistant spectral estimate, called an adaptively weighted multitaper (AWMT) spectrum, can be obtained by adjusting the relative weights on the contributions from each of the K eigenspectra as follows (see [8] , p. 370): 
Parseval's theorem is satisfied in expected value in (2) , because the weights in the estimator do not depend on the frequency.
On the other hand, the AWMT spectral estimator given in (3) generally does not satisfy Parseval's theorem in expected value [8] .
III. SIGNAL MEASUREMENT DATA The signal measurement data used in this paper is taken from [11] . The TV signals are in the NTSC signal format and data from TV channels 2 -10 are used in this paper. The carrier signal for channel 2 is located at a frequency of 55.25 MHz and the channel spacing is 6 MHz. The power of the carrier signal contributes about 25% of the total signal power in a channel.
Spectrum measurements were made at a residential location The duty cycle plot shows, for each frequency f, the proportion of data sets for which Si (f) exceeds the threshold y. In other words, the value of the duty cycle plot at the frequency value f is given by (6) [3] [4] [5] [6] were obtained using duty cycle plots for which the detector threshold value was varied from -120 to 0 dBm. To obtain these figures, power spectrum estimates corresponding to each of the M = 40 data sets were computed using the first N = 1500 samples from each In the MT method, the noise components of the signal and the variance of the spectral estimate are reduced such that the power of the MT-based estimate is less than that of the FFT-based estimate. As a result, the number of detected channels is higher for the FFT method when the threshold level is between -70 dB and -30 dB. However, in practice, such high values would not be used as a detector threshold; opportunistic spectrum access requires much lower detector thresholds. The objective here is to decrease the threshold as much as possible in order to obtain accurate information about spectrum occupancy. Fig. 4 shows the number of false alarm channels versus the detector threshold level. A false alarm channel refers to a channel that is identified as busy, when it is actually free. We observe that the number of false alarm channels is lower for the MT method when the threshold level is between -120 and -80 dBm. Fig. 5 shows the number of miss-detected channels versus the detector threshold. A miss-detected channel refers to a channel that is identified as free, when it is actually busy.
The number of miss-detected channels is the same for both MT and FFT methods for the threshold levels of interest. Fig. 6 shows the number of correctly identified free channels versus the detector threshold. The correctly identified free channels represent the channels that are available for spectrum sharing. The number of correctly identified free channels is higher with MT method between -120 and -80 dBm. If we set a fixed threshold level, e.g. -100 dB and examine the statistics using this threshold level, we can see that the number of correctly identified busy channels and the number of missdetected channels are the same for both methods. On the other hand, the number of false alarm channels is lower and the number of correctly identified free channels is higher for the MT method. Thus, we see that more channels can be harvested by means of the MT method compared with the FFT method, using a lower threshold level.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we applied the multitaper (MT) method of spectral estimation to the problem of spectrum harvesting in TV bands. The computational complexity of the MT method is greater than that of the FFT method by a factor of K, where K is the number of tapers used. However, for relatively small time series, e.g., 1500 samples taken over 40 different data sets amounts to about 35 seconds, the MT method is fast enough to be used in real-time.
We compared the performance spectrum harvesting using the conventional FFT method versus the MT method using empirical TV measurement data. From the max-hold, waterfall, and duty cycle plots, we can observe, qualitatively, the noise reduction properties of the MT method relative to the FFT method. Our preliminary results with TV measurement data indicate that the noise reduction property of the MT method can result in a significant gain in the number of correctly identified free channels compared to the FFT method. This suggests that significant gains in spectrum harvesting may be achievable in more general settings. In ongoing work, we are applying the MT method to larger sets of measurement data from a variety of signal sources.
